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Captain Sugar
Caleb was very hungry.He grabbed some
fried chicken from the fridge.Popped it in the
microwave , and set the timer for 2 minutes.When the
timer went off he grabbed the chicken and took a bite
and then he suddenly realized he was covered in
chicken and oil.His life was miserable.Caleb limped to
his bathroom because he got hit in the leg with some
sugar Then when he reached his bathroom Caleb heard
captain sugar
say”I tricked him now for his best friend”.Caleb had
enough with all this funny business .He raced to
Isabella’s house and told her that they have to run
away together or else captain sugar would capture
them both suddenly Isabella broke into a large cry.
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Moving
Caleb asked her”why are you crying””(sniffle
sniffle)I never told you I can p-prevent captain sugar
from coming here””how””I have a magical bag”For 1
full hour they were as silent as no one was in the
room.But to be more safe they started packing their
stuff.Suddenly someone spoke in a different language.
They both exchanged glances at each other.Then they
stepped in the magical bag.Then together they drifted
off into another land.Startled the two friends drew out
swords from the magical bag.They fought with captain
sugars soldiers till the friends realized that Captain
Sugar’s solders were made out of sugar so
they grabbed some water and sprayed them
till they were dead and they stopped at lunchtime.
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A secret
They ate the same food and when they did
that the two friends read each others minds and they
knew that wasn’t normal so they realized...that they
were magical just like Isabella's bag.They saw in their
minds that they were twins they were also born in a
secret hole.They were not normal they were magical
and they were wished for.They were exactly alike “We
have to find that hole”they said together.
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Festus
Suddenly a mini dragon flew up to them and
put its magical claw on their chins ”Festus was the
magical dragon”Caleb said “he gave us his
powers”Festus pointed to a bad dragon”run for your
lives”He squawked.Instead they took their water and
swords and fought.They threw water.They scratched
with swords but they knew they were never going to
kill it they would first have to kill Captain sugar then
kill the dragon and then find the secret hole.Then they
spotted an ordinary hole that looked like it was the
secret hole , so number three would be off the list.
”Ow ow ow ow” the captain sugars minion dragon
wailed when he was hit with a load of arrows that
surprisingly wasn’t thrown by Caleb or Isabella.
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A Horrible Surprise
Captain sugar walked in made a sugar tower
out of the sugar he could squirt out of his hands and
grabbed Caleb ”help me” he squealed . Isabella ran as
she managed to say to herself that”Captain sugar is
such a ding-a-ling.He put Caleb in the sugar castle and
put a lock on it.I can break into the castle by picking at
the lock with my lock pick that is in my magical bag”
Isabella took a water hose out of her bag and
yelled”eat your own face Captain Sugar”she spayed
the castle with a hose then she realized that the tower
was made out of wood covered in cigarettes that had
sugar pounded on it.Inside the tower there was sugar
monsters made out of the wood,cigarettes and pounded
with sugar and also have a computer in their brain so
did the tower. Plus Isabella knew how to kill a
computer and she could kill them forever.
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Controlling Monsters
“Sugar monster can you say control, alt and
delete” “control,alt and delete””beep ap upp eap toop
tap eep app aaaa”The monsters fell down”yes I killed
the sugar monsters” “Isabella over here”Caleb was still
locked in the castle and captain sugar was painting his
nails pink”I love the color pink”captain sugar
cheerfully said.”I’m coming Caleb”Isabella shrieked.
Isabella crept past captain sugar. Snuck a crowbar into
the castle.She tiptoed to the castle pried the door open.
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To the Rescue
Suddenly a little doggy named Destiny
hopped on the tower and bit the security
system.””CALEB ARE YOU ALIVE”Isabella
screeched”I’m free”Caleb yelled as the tower tumbled
down to his feet.He grabbed Destiny and hugged
her.Destiny let out a little”ruff”happily she licked his
face.Caleb cheerfully said”Destiny is my dog and the
best dog ever”. Then Destiny let out a little wince of
pain.”she’s hurt” Caleb sadly whispered to
Isabella.Isabella grabbed a bandage wrap from her
magic bag and gave it to Caleb.Caleb
sadly took a handkerchief and wiped the blood from
Destiny’s ankle then he wrapped her leg in bandage
wrap and it seemed that captain sugar squirt sugar as
soon as Caleb hugged her and thanked her for saving
his life.
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An Angel
Suddenly Destiny glowed like an angle then
turned into an angel.”thank you and I
am going to give you a reward and you will not regret
it , thanks for saving my
life”Destiny sweetly said.Caleb was astonished and he
stared at her in amazement .Then
started stuttering “b-but y-you””tigo tago tingca
patoo””did you here that?”Isabella asked Caleb.
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EVIL Strikes
Caleb fainted.”tigo tago tinca patoo””There it goes
again”Isabella thought Then she remembered
something.She thought
of an alarm clock.”Bing ,Bing,Bing”Then Caleb came
to his senses and Isabella
fainted.”That hurt”Caleb thought.”toka meama goicea
cam pye toorop peepkoa sisdoa gaoa toa
pampertyuiera peepa dosa mamy mmma tolaka peeasn
adosakingorea teapa topa milkym ousdisa mouse
dasona mea wanta sonaga”Captain sugar said in a
different language.
Isabella finally woke up and whispered to
Caleb”I take karate and I am a black bet”Then told
him her plan the he shared his plan.Then Isabella ran
to captain sugar and punched him in his face till he
became unconscious and gave Caleb a thumbs
up.Caleb grabbed a piece of concrete and once he
came back to his senses Caleb threw up on him and
threw the concrete at captain sugar.
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A Funny Surprise
5,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 solders piled
on top of each other as Captain Sugar awoke.Caleb
and Isabella cracked up.5 minutes later all the solders
zdied.Captain sugar was drinking milk out of a baby
bottle with a nipple.Then captain sugar laughed so
hard that milk squirted out of his nose and
eyes.Captain sugar was a girlie girl and plotting
something the castle was just giving him time.Captain
sugar was probably planning on taking them to his
world and turning them into slaves.
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Zoo-Zoo
In the bag a darling kid named zoo-zoo came
out and bolted into captain sugars arms
and wouldn’t let go of him when she lost grip of his
arm she got grip of his leg and she
read an ancient language off of her favorite book while
riding on his leg.”EXPELLIARMUS”suddenly she
turned into a fake devil she was also an angle.She
pretended that she was bad it was part of Isabella’s
plan.Then she would find out captain sugar’s plan, and
the plan was working ,captain sugar told zoo-zoo his
plan.His plan was to capture the twins and take them to
Peru and feed them to a dragon on November 24 2598
and today it was November 23 2598.He was going to
have to act fast.He made a run for it and failed.Peru
was going to have to wait anyways he didn’t even buy
tickets.Captain sugar took a snake named Voldemort
bit the ticket agent and the ticket agent died by getting
poison went throughout his nerves and vains and the
rest
of
his
body.”EVIL
ROCK,EVIL
ROCKS,EEEVVVVIIIIIIIIILLLLLLLLL
RRRRRRRRRROOOOOOOOOOOKKKKKKKKKK
KKSSSSSSSS EVIL BEATS GOOD
EVIL SHOULD BE SPREAD ACROSS THE
UNIVERSE””he talks to loud”Caleb thought.”gicha
toccha peepa popa ina limous cortatio and wingadia
leviosa”Captain sugar saw a ancient language on a
wall of his princess castle and read it out loud and then
it happened again.
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Repetition of what Already Happened
Isabella slept and woke up and whispered to
Caleb”I take karate I’m a black belt”Then
told him her plan the he shared his plan.Then Isabella
ran to captain sugar and punched him
in his face till he became unconscious and gave Caleb
a thumbs up.Caleb grabbed a piece of
concrete and once he came back to his senses Caleb
threw up on him and threw the
concrete
at
captain
sugar.
5,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 soldiers piled
on top of each other.Caleb and Isabella cracked up.5
minutes later all the soldiers died.Captain sugar was
drinking milk out
of a baby bottle with a nipple.Then captain sugar
laughed so hard milk squirt out of his nose and eyes.
`
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Being EVIL
Captain sugar was a girlie girl and plotting
something the castle was just giving him
time.Captain sugar was probably planning on taking
them to his world and turning them into
slaves.
In the bag a darling kid named zoo-zoo came out and
bolted into captain sugars arms
and wouldn’t let go of him when she lost grip of his
arm she got grip of hi leg and she talked in the same
language just like Captain Sugar“jghi hadi uma sona
thonatoma”then she read out a languge that no one
knew.”EXPELLIARMUS”Then she would find out
captain sugar’s plan, and the plan was working
,captain sugar told zoo-zoo his plan.His plan was to
capture the twins and take them to Peru
and feed them to a dragon on November 24 2598 and
today it was November 23 2598.He was
going to have to act fast.He made a run for it and
failed.Peru was going to have to wait anyways he
didn’t even buy tickets.Captain sugar took a snake
named Voldemort bit the
ticket agent and the ticket agent died by getting poison
throughout his nerves and
vains and the rest of his body.”EVIL ROCK,EVIL
ROCKS,EEEVVVVIIIIIIIIILLLLLLLLL
RRRRRRRRRROOOOOOOOOOOKKKKKKKKKK
KKSSSSSSSS EVIL BEATS GOOD EVIL
SHOULD BE SPREAD ACROSS THE UNIVERSE”
Just about then Caleb and Isabella sneaked up and
picked up a metal rock and threw
up on captain sugar then they gripped the rock.Then
threw the rock at captain sugar.
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Once he woke up he pretended had his
memory was wiped out.He was very bad at
pretending.He grabbed tickets to Peru and “d u wan to
go
with
zme?””guess””get
your
suitcases””nnnnnnnnnnooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooo” “r u sure abou that mate?””if it
means not going to Peru with you then yes””I don’t
think so””i do”Come or else .........””or else
what””or else something you don’t want will be
coming and facing you in in challenge. ”Isabella drew
out two wands and together they said the killing curse
“AVADA KADABRA”don’t even
try you can’t kill me even with the most powerful
curse I know , I drink unicorn blood and no
one can kill me I am too powerful I am tremendous
and horrible I rock I should be in the
newspaper .
Evil Genius returns wonderfully he just found magical
kids that will help him live or else they
will die.They are making a potion and needs their
blood to make the potion.
Newspaper Reporter Blond Beautiful Rina Tater.”If
wonderful
me does not show up to see Bertha take your blood I
am definitely leaving this task to Blondie
Rina Tater or should I say Lovely , beautiful , kind
also Evil , Evil , Evil ohh I love when I say those
words.””If you make one potion for me I will not kill
you or ooooh boy do I not want to say the words that
are about to come out of my mouth b-b-bu-but I will
not take the blood out of you , my servant Bertha
clumsy girl very very clumsy will take
ummmmmmmm probably all of your blood because I
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personally know that I need at least a drop do you want
to take the
blood out of your body?””or specifically their heart or
arteries because I need pure blood.”he thought in his
mind“I or shall I say we decided we want to know
where we have to take the blood out of “”just simple
places like arms , knees ,fingers ,heart , artery” he
whispered the last two word that came out of his
mouth.”Do you need blood from my heart or artery
because I thought I heard you say those two body parts
that I just said and the only
body parts that deliver pure blood and purify my
blood””maybe””truthfully , the defenition of
truthfully is to be telling the truth.””I thought truthfully
meant the opposite of what you just
said.“said Captain Sugar sarcastically.
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Grunt and Zoo-Zoo
”Grunt seriously I didn’t mean to call you Salmon I
mean the fish I really am sorry but on the bright side
your a muggle and Salmons delicious , Grunt I am
sinking HELP ME GRUNT “Her voice drowning it
sort of sounded like.....like zoo-zoo”no no and no”said
Grunt annoyed”ohhhh noooooo zoo-zoo my evil
partner I am coming for you”shrieked Captain
Sugar”hurry I can not swim.”Captain Sugar could not
drown because he was not really human.
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Rina Tater
”Rina Tater Reports that Rina Tater is going
to meet someone EVIL he says I am a twinkling star i
the night sky.He and I are going to talk over dinner.He
is very kind , giving , magical and I think personally
that he is quite a handsome man I have not met him
but I saw the pictures of a superstar with blue
twinkling eyes that he said that was him lets hope that
handsome person is not Captain Sugar he was last seen
where two amazing magical kids were born it turns out
these children are no or ordinary children these are
kind, astonishing and very smart twins.Who are these
children?”
How does Rina Tater know that Captain
sugar was last seen with us in Pennsylvania because
last time I checked we were in Atlanta at home and the
Captain Sugar detector said that he was in Atlanta and
right beside us , anyways , now where is the secret
hole , it disappeared.
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Another Land
Then suddenly they apparated to another land
this was a girl land and Captain sugar was a girl.
“hi I am Captain sugar , who are you and
what are you doing here?”I am Isabella and this is my
brother and we want to warn you that in the future you
will become a man””also we predict that it will rain in
ten seconds ten, nine , eight , seven , six , five , four ,
three , two , one and zero “boom” went the rain and
the rain also said “nerd power” and it muttered “you
are going to be a cuckoo when you grow up”
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More Languages
”jetth ewek michous neonght MEAP
mwek cya venngethous McKeel Elementary cepo copa
capuiad lacous de noes festes ig miney peethi
thwam."captain sugar said in a sweet language."SAY
WHAT WE SPEAK ENGLISH NOT WHATEVER
THAT LANGUAGE IS!""ohh sorry that was my home
language did you know that I can communicate with
creepy animals including snakes , spiders , the people
who died and a lot of other things with just one
language we all speak did you know that in two
minutes you and me will apparate to this cruise called
carnival miracle I hear it is over 100 feet tall that is
amazing is it not?"On the other hand Caleb and
Isabella did not listen to the end but instead they asked
"hey ummmmmm what year and time is it because we
have never been to this place and we are in a lot of
places.""the year is 2004 and the time is 3:30 in the
morning."
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The Cruise
The next morning they woke up in a
ship.They found suitcases in their cabin with some
chocolate and they realized that the suitcases had their
stuff in it or should I say everything they owned."do
you like it" astonished Caleb and Isabella immediately
spun around to find a thin , beautiful , blond, in a two
piece swimsuit as she introduced herself but they did
not hear a word coming out of her mouth.When she
was chatting away as Caleb and Isabella got dressed
and grabbed their cards they were both ready to go to
breakfast.They went to breakfast had a bowl of fruit
loops and a cheese omelet they were now headed for
the casino.
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The Casino
They are now annoyed about the girl Tatiana
because she was at the casino with captain sugar and
they kept on winning things and that made Caleb and
Isabella win things that they wanted to win without
even trying to win they were trying to have fun not
win.
They also won $1,000 and an iPad 2 in one
try that was awesome the weird thing was that they got
to play the game but when they put the money in it
came out.Then they went to lunch they both stood in
the DELI line and ordered two American
cheese,lettuce and mayonnaise sandwiches on white
bread grilled.When they were about to one mouthwatering bite they both listened to a high pitched laugh
and squeal of delight.
Bothered they turned around to see Rina
Tater then Rina asked Caleb and Isabella a question
and the question was “are you two kids I wrote about
in the daily paper?””Depends Ugly Tater will you
publish everything we say or change what we
say?””the name is Rina Tater and of course kids I am
recording what you are saying right now, so kids what
are your names?”
”we won’t tell you we are not going to tell you a thing
about our lives and about our selves that is our
business not your beeswax and are you putting on your
wrinkle cream because I see three thousand five
hundred ninety-nine layers of that cream you use every
day also I can tell you are five million years old you
just drank a potion when you were born till now to
make you live forever.””erase it boys , that is it I have
had enough of you two and ha ha you just got burned
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by a pretty girl.””no you just got burned by a boy five
million year old never put us on the daily paper
again.”replied Caleb sternly but polite a little bit.
Then two seconds later Rina Tater left while
Caleb and Isabella enjoyed their now cold
sandwiches.Then they ate ten of those sandwiches in
all had a lick of ice cream that was surprisingly free!
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The Joker Room
After all of that food was eaten they headed
towards the Joker room and then ran to guest services
and asked for five hundred thousand fifty three
hundred thirty-three decks of cards.Then they headed
back
to
the
joker.”beep”went
the
alarm
“Ccrrraaaakk”went the loud speakers “we have arrived
at St.Maarten or St.Martin.Please exit the Carnival
Cruise lines so you can experience beautiful sunsets
till 1:00 pm today so see the sunset quick and there is a
raffle tonight so write your name and age on your
raffle ticket and Caleb and Isabella you will have to
defeat these giant ants that are 500 feet tall and I will
be seeing you at the ticket raffle too so you can get
your gift which is very valuable and if you do not
come you will be reported to the chief the chief is
named ummmmmmmm I think his or her name is
Count Olaf owwwwwww””I told you not to tell them
my pet name” ”ccrraasshh” ”booom””get the baby
bottle please pasture” I told you stop clinging on to me
and my name is not pasture it is Captain sugar the man
did you hear me you dingos your as foolish as the
animal dingo now if you do not kill my army ants I
will kill yyyyyooooouuuuu or you will kill your self
Caleb please say the honers and the other foolish lady
that is a nobody please attack your brother” “no way
you mean dingo and never ever ever talk to us again in
well today tomorrow day after and I will repeat my
self only once more and what I said is NEVER TALK
OR DO ANYTHING MORE TO ME AND
ISABELLA WE DESERVE RESPECT WE HAVE
RIGHTS AND YOU ARE NOT GOING TO RUIN
THEM YOU WARTHOG””AND ISABELLA WILL
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BE COMING WITH ME AND YOU WILL WELL
WHAT WILL I DO IF THERE IS ONE KID THAT
IS NO USE TO ME HHHHHMMMMMMMMMM
WHO KNOWS WOULD YOU LIKE TO BUTTER
YOUR EGGS WITH A BUTTER KNIFE HA HA
VERY FUNNY RIGHT AND GUESS WHAT WE
ARE IN THE NEWS AND THE NEWSPAPER AND
SHE LIED JUST LIKE I DO AND SHE SAID SHE
WOULD BE EVIL JUST LIKE my dad”I did not
realize it I am not original I think that I will NOT
QUIT HA HA SUCKERS LATER AND I AM
GOING TO COLLAGE MY mom will be so proud of
me”Captain sugar turned into a girl and started to cry
“mommy”he/she said sadly “I was three my mom told
me be whatever you want to be then you will have a
lot of money and you can exercise and eat well.But
when my mom ran away that day I never I-I ne-never
did what she told me to and now I think what I did was
wrong.
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Captain Sugars Birthday
“kids wake up time for breakfast”captain
sugar woke up “MOMMY OHH MY MOMMY I
MISSED YOU SO MUCH MINERVA SUGAR
“”now do not get your self in a lot of trouble and
today is your first day of collage or should I say
Harvard
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
CAPTAIN
SUGAR””mom I am 1234890765 years old and you
are 11223344556677889900 years old it is impossible
for me to go to collage mom.””and where is papa ohh I
really miss papa bell and what about cousin Dorothy ,
cousin count Olaf , and Caleb and Isabella they helped
me throughout every step of the way and they found
you and pap and Dorothy and Count Olaf buddy and
they are nice.””son we were not born to be nice we
were born to be EVIL so I kicked them out of the
house and they should be running into the car that
holds your cake about now “boom , boom ,
boom””that was more booms than I expected.””Yikes
Problem I gave them an ageing potion instead of
water.””great work mom , now they are two times as
old as you and they can not get anything done like we
can not treat them as servants ohh we forgot to make
them kill the 50 feet tall ants “”boom”Caleb and
Isabella busted the ants butts in two with a hammer
and then made a gigantic book out of their magic and
lifted the book into the air and “ bonk “ the ants butt
came off and then took a 1234567890 pound house
and threw it on the ants.”” boom , boom , boom
“”cheeseheads you are supposed to do something
special for my birthday like get me a present for my
birthday “”we did open the coffin”then Captain Sugar
opened the coffin and saw a shadow then heard a
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“boom””I am a zombie I will eat your brain and you
were in the secret hole forever you can never get out of
the secret hole unless you are not magical.Startled
Caleb realized that was the reason why captain sugar
was always there because everyone in there is magical.
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The Skit
So two days later Isabella and Caleb went to
the ticket booth and reached for a ticket to the Little
Red Ridding Hood three dimensional skit that was
supposed to be really good.Then they recognized the
person at the photo booth it was Captain Sugar and he
had something to say “ $500 for Caleb and Isabella
otherwise the price of the ticket is $1 put your tips in
this jar and if you are Caleb or Isabella you might as
well give me 7,000 dollars”Then Caleb and Isabella
spotted a blind woman with 500 children
“mommy”said Caleb and Isabella.
TO BE CONTINUED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	
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